Wipro Interview Questions

Wipro L1 questions:
1. Tell about yourself
2. What is access specifier, explain briefly
3. What is overloading n overriding with sample code
4. Difference between abstract and interface with sample code
5. What is hashmap
   Sample code to insert t values

Selenium:
6. what r the locators in selenium
7. What is absolute and relative xpath
8. Write t sample code for dropdown to select the values by visible text
9. If I click the button one alert is open how to switch over alert, then need to click Ok, Cancel and gettext handle it
10. Do you synchronization concepts
11. Write syntax for implicit wait and explicit wait

L2 questions:
1. Write syntax for implicit and explicit wait
2. How to run one group of tests
3. What is data provider
4. I have click the button then I write it for switch to alert but alert is not present how do u handle
5. Write code for Windows handling
6. Write the code for read the data from excel
7. Mouse over actions code
L3 questions:

1. What are all the challenges you faced in your current project?
2. What is your notice period?
3. Company details
4. How many team members?
5. How do you update your knowledge technically?
6. Where do you report your work?
7. Job location